
Dear Fellow Tankokai Members: 

 

This has been one of the busiest and most suc-

cessful years in the history of the Washington 

Chapter.  Thanks to strong leadership and dedi-

cated members the Association hosted more 

events than ever before in a wider range of ven-

ues, bringing the pleasures of tea to an ever widening audience.  The 

increasing use of Hillwood Estate, Museum & Gardens has added 

immensely to the enjoyment of tea by more residents of the Washing-

ton metropolitan area who are sampling tea for the first time. 

 

I am looking forward to 2010 and even greater accomplishments as 

we strive to bring the pleasures of tea to a widening audience.  I look 

forward to joining members at our annual events and wish everyone a 

happy and prosperous 2010! 

- William Breer, President 

  Chado Urasenke Tankokai 

  Washington DC Association 

A N N U A L  M E E T I N G  

Please join us at our annual meeting on 

Sunday, 7 February 2010 at the McLean 

Community Center, 1234 Ingleside Ave. 

McLean, VA 22101 . 

The meeting will begin at 2:00 p.m.  We will 

discuss upcoming events for 2010, includ-

ing chakai, workshops, community presen-

tations, and social gatherings.  The Asso-

ciation’s 2010 budget will be presented 

and all attendees will be welcome to pro-

vide input on Association activities. 
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O C H A  N O  W A  

The name of our newsletter 

means ―The Wa of Tea,‖ 

where wa can refer to har-

mony or peace (as 和), 

story or talk (as 話), or 

circle or link (as 輪). 



On a beautiful October 11th autumn morning, at the Hill-

wood Estate, Museum and Gardens, the Washington DC 

Tankokai Association held a Chakai for its members. The 

Machiai (waiting area) was a small conference room. A 

brush painting of Hagi (bush clover) was hung over a pan-

eled Shoji screen, creating a small alcove. A twig of green 

persimmon fruit was placed on a table. Mr. William Breer, 

President of the Association, greeted the guests. A cup of 

Kosen, pallet-cleansing scented hot water, was served to 

each guest. 

 

Escorted by Margie Linn, the guests were taken to the Tea 

Room that was set up in the adjacent building. Margie gave 

a brief talk about Tea, its history, and explanation of 

Kakejiku (scroll) calligraphy reading ―Ichigo Ichie‖ (―One 

time, One meeting‖) in the Toko (alcove). Then, the Teishu 

(host) Aiko Ichimura made bowls of Tea for the guests, as-

sisted by the Hanto (supporting host) Akiko Takagi, while the guests sitting on chairs were served tea by some of the 

members who volunteered to help. 

 

Aiko added her own touch by using her cherished tea bowl from the Hagi Kiln, an earthen-toned Mizusashi (water jar) by 

a local potter Rob Barnard, and the Natsume (tea caddy) with a golden cricket in Takamakie (raised gold lacquer paint) 

on the lid. When the lid was turned over, inside it a bunch of pampas grass was drawn in gold paint. A delightful sur-

prise! The Chashaku (tea scoop) was carved by Aiko. She named it 

―Chisoku‖ (To Know Contentment). We used another Chashaku named 

―Kodama‖ (Spirit of Tree), for the next three Tea Presentations, made 

from a purple yew tree which belongs to another member of the associa-

tion. The Kama (kettle) was made by a craftsman Masamitsu in round-

shaped style with Araremon (hail design). 

 

Sweets served with tea were traditional Japanese sweets; the poetic 

name for them being Kobore 

Hagi, ―pink bush clover petals 

fallen on green leaves‖. There 

was an unobtrusive branch of Hagi among assorted fall flowers and branches 

in the basket in the Toko. For over a thousand years, Hagi in early fall have 

been favorite subject of paintings and poems in Japan. 

 

After the members-only Chakai, we held three more Tea Presentations for visi-

tors at Hillwood. For many of the guests this was their first encounter with 

―Way of Tea‖ in an authentic setting. It is humbling to realize that we share 

harmonious moments of Tea with so many different people with different cul-

tures, which makes us appreciative of what we do through Tea. 

 

- Mioko Miller 

A U T U M N  C H A K A I  
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Tea presentation for Hillwood visitors 
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The mizusashi (shown left) that I used for the Fall Chakai, as mentioned in Mioko Miller's 

report on the chakai, was made by Rob Barnard, an American potter who has been living 

and making pottery in the hilly woods of Timberville, Virginia for over two decades. This is 

one of the largest of four mizusashis made by him that I own. It was wood-fired, un-glazed 

and has its original clay lid (tomobuta), but I used it with a black lacquered lid for the Ha-

kobi Usucha Temae at the chakai. When filled with water, even without the clay lid it was 

a bit heavy for me to carry, though the pleasure of finally being able to share this treasure 

with guests was more than worth the trouble. I learned later from my Chanoyu teacher, 

Miyahara Sensei, that there is a temae (tea procedure ) that I could have taken advan-

tage of - Okimizusashi  - in which a mizusashi can be placed next to the kettle before the 

guests enter the room, thereby omitting the risk of carrying the heavy mizusashi in the 

presence of the guests.   

- Aiko Ichimura 

D O G U  S P O T L I G H T :  M I Z U S A S H I  B Y  R O B  B A R N A R D  

R O B I R A K I :  O P E N I N G  O F  T H E  C H A N O Y U  H E A R T H  

Sometime in November, when air turns chilly and green 

Yuzu-lemon turns its color to warm orange, Ro, Hearth for 

Chanoyu, (Chanoyu, known as Japanese Tea Ceremony), 

will be opened. It is the beginning of winter style Chanoyu 

and the Ro is opened for next six months, from Novem-

ber to April. 

O-zenzai, sweet Azuki-bean soup, is traditionally served 

as Okashi-sweet before a bowl of tea. 

After the withering month of October, Robiraki is such an 

auspicious event as an equivalent of New Year celebra-

tion. Summer flower will be replaced by Ro season 

flower, tea-kettle will be larger, tea-utensils and menu for 

Kaiseki, Tea meal, will reflect the cold season accordingly. 

Ro:  In earlier period, a bowl of tea was prepared in a separate tea room and brought to guests. Tea-

person such as Murada Shuko, Takeno Jyo-o and Rikyu Sen conceived the way of tea for a host to pre-

pare in front of guests and entertain sharing the same space, which led to Wabi type of tea in a smaller 

room than 4 mats and half. In early period Ro was cut according to the size of Kama-kettle. Now, the 

size is set to 16 & 5/8 inch square, except Large Ro for the coldest month of February, 21.5 inch 

square. Inside the Ro could be made of iron, stone, ceramic or wooden frame finished by sandy Juraku 

wall finish.  The last one is considered best, even though or because of that it is necessary to refinish 

inside each year before opening the Ro.  

- Masako Soyu Miyahara, Director 

  Urasenke Washington DC Branch 
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A N D E R S O N  J A P A N E S E  G A R D E N S  

Anderson Japanese Gardens in Rockford, Illinois, was recently selected by 45 Japanese gar-

den specialists, in association with Roth’s Journal of Japanese Gardening, as North Amer-

ica’s highest quality public Japanese garden.  In contrast to most of the well-known public 

gardens in Japan, Anderson Gardens is quite new, with construction having commenced in 

1979. 

The inspiration for the garden came from Mr. Anderson’s first visit to Japan in 1966 and a 

visit to the Portland Japanese Garden.  His host in Japan, Akira Ohno, President of Morinaga 

Milk Industries in Tokyo, introduced Mr. Anderson to an in-depth look at Japanese people 

and their culture.  When the Andersons purchased a new home site in Rockford, they agreed 

that it had the potential to be an excellent site for a Japanese garden.  They invited Hoichi 

Kurisu, then director of Portland, Oregon’s Washington Park Gardens and a student of fa-

mous Japanese garden landscape architect Kenzo Ogata, to design the garden. 

Anderson Japanese Garden consists of two gardens.  The first is a very formal Japanese stroll 

garden in the style of the Kamakura period (1185 to 1333 A.D.).  The garden consists of 

many small paths that wind around the perimeter of a large lake.  It is easy to find a private 

spot to contemplate the gardens because of the countless paths that wind over many 

streams and waterfalls.  Master carpenter Masahiro Hamada of Tokyo constructed a sukiya-

style Japanese guest house, machiai, and tea house.  Plantings include many varieties of 

Japanese maples, pines, azaleas, and rhododendrons.  Visiting Japanese dignitaries contrib-

uted Japanese lanterns and statuary. 

The second garden, the Garden of Reflection, is a contemporary international garden with a 

Japanese influence. 

In 1992, John Anderson received a commemorative silver cup from the Japanese govern-

ment for his work in promoting international friendship and mutual understanding between 

the United States and Japan.  In 1998, the Andersons donated the gardens to a nonprofit 

organization.  Rockford is a 1 ½ hour drive northwest of Chicago. 

- Margaret Ann Linn 
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N E R I K O  I N C E N S E  W O R K S H O P  

On Sunday, November 8th several Tanokai D.C. members met at the Writer’s 

Center in Bethesda for an incense workshop.  Aiko Ichimura brought about a 

dozen powdered, exotic (to me) traditional incense ingredients that she had pur-

chased during her last trip to Japan.  White sandalwood (byakudan), tree resin 

(L. styrax benzoin, J. ansokuko), whelk shell powder (kaiko) and aloeswood 

(jinko) were the most unfamiliar to me.  Camphor (ryuno), cloves (choji), cinna-

mon (keihi or chinamon), spiked ginger lily root (sanna), turmeric (ukon) and 

star anis (daiuikyo) were fragrances I knew. 

Aiko passed out many handouts and we teamed up in pairs consisting of one 

native English speaker and one native Japanese speaker since most of the handouts were in Japanese.  This worked 

well especially since Aiko gave us a brief history of the importance of incense during the Heian Period, the attributes of 

the various ingredients and how they fall in an evaluation of their sweet vs. spicy and light vs. heavy characteristics.  

We learned that, in typical Japanese fashion, most recipes are associated with a particular season and that one of the 

challenges for an experienced blender is to combine ingredients that will give off a pleasing and evolving fragrance 

over the period of the burn. (The descriptions of the unfolding fragrances are given in musical terms, with top, middle 

and base notes designed to create a pleasing ―chord‖.) 

Aiko had given us the pre-meeting assignment of reading the ―Umegae‖ chapter in the Tale of Genji and directed us to 

a very intelligible internet video on how to blend the ingredients and roll them into small balls.  So we were ready to 

begin. 

We had numerous ancient recipes given in weights from which to choose.  With very accurate scales most 

participants painstakingly measured and recorded their ingredients.  Norie Watanuki and I used a propor-

tional approach.  We ground the ingredients together in our mortar, continuing to grind as we added honey 

as a binder.  I was a bit wanton with the honey so we had to add a lot of sumi (odorless charcoal) to 

thicken the mixture in order to roll it into balls.  Eventually Norie suggested we simply roll the balls in sumi 

powder to decrease the stickiness.  We ended up with seven little balls that looked like mini black choco-

late truffles.  (I learned later from an excellent article about incense sent out by Elliot Mitchnick that I would have ru-

ined my chances of being courted by Heian gentlemen of good taste by creating too sweet incense with so much 

honey.) 

Once everyone had finished their balls Aiko brought out char-

coal cylinders, ash and incense burners (some of which were 

delightful old blue and white soba cups) so we could experi-

ence what our yet unaged incense smelled like.  Although 

some people criticized the way their incense smelled, they all 

smelled good to me – I don’t have a standard against which 

to judge.  This is a very different type of incense than I have 

burned before.  Not being fluent in the Heian vocabulary of 

incense adjectives, my general description of the fragrances 

(Continued on page 6) 

a scene from “Umegae” chapter of Tale of 

Genji  
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was that of licorice (not one of the ingredients) mixed with the scent of  the herbal medicine 

stores that fascinated me in China (probably not surprising since most ancient incense in-

gredients were also used in Chinese herbal medicine).  Darja Kawasumi arrived as the in-

cense was being burned.  She didn’t need to ask directions to which of the many class-

rooms we were meeting in.  She followed the scent. 

We had tea and many marvelous sweets (some fresh from Kyoto thanks to Katie Bechtold) 

while we breathed in our work of the afternoon.  I tried a delicious sweet made from Oki-

nawa black sugar for the first time. 

There were many fascinating aspects to the afternoon for me.  The most gratifying was to 

smell, see and feel aloeswood (jinko), also known as agarwood.  (Perhaps this is the ingredient that most reminds me of 

a Chinese herb store.)   For years I have read about this highly prized incense ingredient.  (The fact that a log of it has 

been preserved in the Shoso-in since the 8th century adds to its mystique.)  Aiko brought in the powdered form which we 

used in our recipes.  Elliot brought in a chunk, some chips and strips of the curiously grained wood.  It is the interior 

wood of large evergreen Aquilaria trees that grow in Southeast Asia.  Only the trees that are hosts to a certain fungus or 

bacteria produce fragrant wood.  This is the result of the resin the tree produces as a reaction to the foreign substances 

in its interior.  In the wild only a small percentage of trees produce fragrant wood.  There are now methods of cultivating 

―infected‖ trees but apparently the jinko produced is of a lower quality. 

I’ve never made incense before so the concept of creating a fragrance that captures the impression of a season is new 

to me.  Guests at an incense ceremony ―listen‖ to the incense passed around.  If I think of the smells I associate with 

autumn, the burning piles of leaves from my childhood come to mind.  How would I choose fragrances that wouldn’t 

mimic the exact smell, but would remind me of how that time felt?  Something to think about as I bury in the ground the 

little ceramic container holding my tiny truffles to age them properly. 

- Ann Marie Moeller 

N E R I K O  I N C E N S E  W O R K S H O P  ( C O N T I N U E D )  

It is happily announced that Mrs. Norie Watanuki, the Association’s Chief of Administration, received Chamei (Tea name) from 

Urasenke recently. Her Chamei is ―Sō-Ei‖(宗栄).  The first character ―sō‖ 宗 is traditionally the first character in a person’s 

Chamei, and it derives from  the name of Syuhou Myocho 宗峰妙超 — popularly known as Daito Kokushi 大燈国師 — who was 

the first abbot of Daitokuji, a temple in Kyoto that’s closely linked to tea ceremony.  The second character ―ei‖ 栄, meaning 

prosperity or glory, is taken from the second character in the name ―Norie‖ 典栄.  

As one of her classmates, I was very lucky to join Mrs. Watanuki as her second guest for the presentation ceremony the other 

day. First, the certificates of Chamei and Monkyo (the permission to wear Urasenke’s official crest) were handed to Mrs. Wata-

nuki from Miyahara-sensei in the tea room of Urasenke Washington, DC branch. The alcove was decorated with the hanging 

scroll of Rikyu’s portrait. We could feel Rikyu’s presence in the tea room.  After the certificates were handed, we cerebrated 

this wonderful occasion with a toast with Champagne. Then we went back to the tea room and Miyahara-sensei made a con-

gratulatory bowl of Koicha for us.  Next, Sensei made a bowl of Usucha for Mrs. Watanuki and Mrs. Watanuki made bowls of 

Usucha for Sensei and me as a gesture of gratitude. We all felt that we shared not only a bowl of tea but happiness and joy of 

this special occasion.  

- Akiko Takagi 
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D E M O N S T R A T I O N  A T  R E S T O N  C O M M U N I T Y  C E N T E R  

On September 26, 2009, it started to drizzle around the time of our 

demonstration at 3:00 p.m.  But it was the rain of blessing for us. It 

brought in a crowd of almost 40 people to our standing-room-only tea 

room. We were part of the Reston Community Center’s annual Reston 

Multicultural Festival in which many ethnic and cultural groups shared 

their gifts. 

The five tatami mats were placed diagonally so that Otemae could be 

seen from all directions of the effectively-4.5-mat room. The history of 

the Way of Tea and the principles of Wa, Kei, Shei, Jaku were briefly ex-

plained.  Along with the two volunteer guests on the tatami, the audi-

ence seemed to have been mesmerized by our veteran members’ flawless otemae, serving, and drinking tea.  Quite a 

few of the audience lingered on to ask questions, and their sincere curiosity made them lucky souls who could taste our 

tea. 

A  B R I E F  V I S I T  T O  M I D O R I K A I  

Midorikai is Urasenke's full-time program for non-Japanese tea students, and though the usual term of study is one year, 

a short-term study program allows visiting tea students to participate for brief periods.  It was through this short-term 

program that I had the opportunity to study in Midorikai for two days while I was in Kyoto recently. 

On the morning of October 28 I reported to the Urasenke Chado Research Center and met Bruce Seiichi Hamana, one of 

the Midorikai teachers.  He introduced me to the office staff and welcomed me into his classroom at Urasenke Gakuen.  

That morning's lecture was on seasonal themes and events for November.  For non-Japanese students like me, these 

lectures provide essential background information on traditional Japanese culture, from poetic names for the month 

(like ―shimofuritsuki‖, or ―month when frost falls‖) to seasonal foods (like dobin mushi, a dish that showcases matsu-

take mushrooms steamed in an earthenware teapot) to observances (like Ohitaki, an observance held in Kyoto by 

households that use fire in their occupation). 

Next was a history lecture by tea historian Akio Tanihata, with English-language interpretation by Hamana-sensei.  We 

learned about the end of Sen no Rikyu’s life, the utensils he designed, and the philosophy behind his developments. 

At lunch in the cafeteria, I ran into Yumi Hendershot, one of our Association members who was studying at Urasenke 

Gakuen Professional College of Chado for several months.  It was so nice to see a familiar face!   

In the afternoon was jitsugi, or skills practice.  To close out the furo season we returned to basics: simple koicha in an 

eight-mat room.  For jitsugi the Midorikai students are split into two groups, each with 4-6 students.  I was quite nervous 

about practicing in an unfamiliar tea room with possibly unfamiliar conventions — for example, the traditional mizuya 

doesn’t have the modern kitchen-like conveniences I take for granted —  but Hamana-sensei and my fellow students put 

me at ease with their helpfulness and friendliness.  The long-term Midorikai students hailed from Boston, Hawaii, New 

York City, Finland, Poland, Germany, and France.  I was impressed with their dedication: beyond wearing kimono and 

sitting seiza throughout jitsugi, they took no shortcuts in their study and practice of tea, maintaining a genial but serious 

attitude and ensuring everything was clean, beautiful, and in its proper place. 

The next day, October 29, the Gakuen students would be reconfiguring the practice rooms from furo setups to ro setups 

in the afternoon, so in a change from the usual morning-lecture/afternoon-practice schedule we had jitsugi in the morn-

ing in the Chado Kenshu Kaikan building.  This time we practiced hakobi usucha in a 4.5-mat room within an expansive 

tatami-mat room on the second floor.  After lunch, Hamana-sensei invited me and another short-term student to view 

the Chado Research Center Gallery’s current exhibit on The Birth of Wabi.  Then we were excited to have the opportunity 

to pass through Kabutomon to tour parts of Konnichian, including Rikyu Onsodo ―Shrine of the Honorable Ancestor, Ri-

kyu‖, Kan'untei "Cold Cloud Arbor", Ryuseiken "Shelter of Restful Spirit", Totsutotsusai, Ume-no-i "Plum Well", the omi-

zuya, and the garden.  To be able to stand in these places was simply breathtaking.  My visit to Midorikai is an experi-

ence I will not soon forget. 

- Katie Bechtold 
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Dear Members, 

     Have you ever been urged to write something 

about the Way of Tea?  Did you discover something 

new while attending a tea affair?  Have you experi-

enced a eureka moment about a Zen phrase?  We 

would like to invite you to write for Ocha no Wa 

about anything to do with the Way of Tea or any 

related cultural aspects of it.  We are sorry that the 

space is limited only to a page or two including pho-

tos.  Contact Katie Bechtold and Takako Dickinson 

at <ochanowa@tankokaidc.org> for more details or 

questions. 

-- Editors  

Y O U R  C O N T R I B U T I O N S  

If you have not already renewed your membership for 2009 or officially joined Chado Urasenke Tankokai Washington DC Association, we 

invite you to do so.  Also, please let us know of any changes in your address, phone number, or e-mail address. 

Membership categories are: Individual $30.00, Family $50.00, Student $20.00, and Corporate or Institution $75.00.   Please make your 

check payable to Urasenke Tankokai Washington DC Association.  

If you have questions and or would like further information, including the address to send your membership dues payment, please e-mail me 

at <membership@tankokaidc.org>.    

If any of your friends are interested in joining us, I will send them our brochure with information about us. Just let me know their names and 

mailing addresses. Thank you for your interest in our association.  

- Katie Bechtold, 

Membership Secretary 

M E M B E R S H I P  

Summer kimono "hitoe" (unlined) are supposed 

to be worn June 1 through September 30, and 

winter kimono "awase" (lined) are worn from 

October 1 through May 31.  

- Norie Watanuki 

M I N I - I N F O  O N  K I M O N O :  

H I T O E  A N D  A W A S E  

C O R R E C T I O N  

In the Autumn 2009 issue, the Minazuki article 

incorrectly referred to the Chado Urasenke 

Tankokai Washington DC Association as the 

Urasenke Tankokai DC Foundation.  

Katie Bechtold 

visiting with former 

Association mem-

ber and Branch  

classmate Aki Kido, 

who now resides in 

the city of Kyoto 

with her husband 

and young daugh-

ter. 


